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One way to generate free energy is to recharge batteries in the same manner as they
were manufactured. The energy required to recharge them will be less than the energy
which they will discharge, and they will regenerate themselves (ie, heal themselves)
rather than suffer from burnout (especially if they are NiMH which were invented to
withstand the following technique and benefit from it) due to the following criteria …

Discharge is performed in the normal manner. But, the cycle for …

Recharge uses high voltage and barely enough current to sustain the production of high
voltage.

According to the fellow who sells $5 plans for this technique (see link, below),
approximately 600V is applied to lead acid batteries to recharge and regenerate them
(heal them) at a cost of wattage which is less than the wattage which they will discharge.

Swap the batteries around (those which are discharging themselves into feeding the
other group of batteries which are undergoing recharge), and a gradual increase of
energy will become noticed according to this plan.

BTW, whenever lead acid batteries are manufactured, they use high voltage with low
current to force oxygen into the lead plates. This forms lead dioxide there. This is in
contradistinction to how conventional charging works in which hydrogen gas forms inside
of the electrolyte whenever conventional lead acid batteries are discharged, but without
putting any extra oxygen into the plates upon their recharge cycle. This deficiency of
oxygenation of the lead plates encourages the formation of excessive hydrogen gas
within the electrolytic solution surrounding the plates upon their discharge which is a
corrosive acid (when it is in solution) which eats up the plates depositing a pile of lead
scum at the bottom of the battery case. This scum builds up and does not go back onto
the plates eventually causing an electrical short across adjacent plates.

It just so happens that batteries are manufactured to self-short immediately prior to the
expiration of their warranty! Talk about a conspiracy to sabotage free energy! Wow!!!

Link - The website has some issues with its certificates, so your browser may block you.
To get around that problem, use a proxy service (such as: ) to
surf to …
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